
 

Vortex Magic Presents COIN by Eric Chien

Eric Chien has been impressing top coin workers around the world with his
performances of incredible sleight-of-hand magic. Some are saying he has
created the best vanish in the world of a single coin.

He has spent years working and creating the most amazing visual magic using a
single coin and is now ready to share it with other magicians. What looks like
camera trickery can actually be performed without any gimmicks and only one
coin.

COIN is the first time Eric has agreed to release any of his original handlings to
the magic community and in this DVD he teaches his own incredible coin vanish
as well as signature routines such as Dollar Coin to Signed Card and his
handling on Coin To Cigarette which has fooled the best magicians in the world.

This DVD will also inspire you to take his work and combine it with other routines
that you already perform.

INCLUDED ON THIS DVD:

CHIEN VANISH - the most startling coin vanish that will change the way
you perform
BLINK - instant vanish of a coin - perhaps the quickest in the world
COIN TO CARD - a signed card is lost in the deck and a coin instantly
changes to card
COIN TO CIGARETTE - coin visibly turns into a cigarette
SPELLBOUND ADDITION - visual changes for any spellbound routine
THROW CHANGE - visual turn a coin into a finger ring or coin
3-FLY ENDING - a visual ending for any 3 Fly routine
COIN TO CARD BOX - a coin visually vanishes and appears inside a
card box

"By far the best retention ever created, a true work of art and mastery. This is
how magic should look."
- Michael Afshin

"Eric Chien's Coin to Cigarette is beautifully executed!"
- Shin Lim
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